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1. Wormel genetics end life cyele.

Qur central problem has to do with the sexuel cycle of commen becteria,

especially the colon bacillus, Escherichia golf. The methods used to i vosti~

 

nate this cycle have been indirect, and based upon the finding that genetic

recombination takes place when cells of different genetic o-netitution -re

alloved to grow in close preximity to esch other. Selective methous hve

been used to detect the occurrence of these recombinetions of genes.

4 good devl of time has been spent on elucidating the so-called formal

genetic structure of this orgenism by means of breeding tests involvin- =

erast many different oharccteristics, mostly of a biochemical nature, tht

☜ve under eontrel of the genes. Ac a result, we can affirm that the st-nderd

Life evcle of this bacterium is r«ther simil«r to thet of Neurospore or cer

tain yeasts. The normal vegetative phase is haploid, i.e., the nucleus carries

2 single 36+ of genes, although there 19 both cytological and eenetic evidence

that individual celle may carry two, four or eight aimiler nuclei which sort

out in successive fissiocns. On rere occasions, the haploid nuclei from differ

ant cells fuse to give a trensfient dirloi¢ zygote. Usually thie undergoes

frmediste reduetion-division to restore the heavloic ccendition, and in the

course of this reduction, crossing-over with genetic recombination may take

place.

Certain exceptional strains heve verified this picture, These ere in~

stances vhere the reduction division ia delayed, or where there is = sec ndary

re-fusion of products of reduction, giving rise to cultureswhich persist in

the diploid condition. These cultures are heterozygous for most or 711 of the

feeters that distinculshed the parents, end therefore make it possible t test

for genetic dominance. ☁Ye find thet bicchemical capacities are in general,



dosineant tt: defects, es is typiesl] of other orgeniame .1lso. Host interesting,

suscertibility to deleterious azents such as bacterflophece or satrentmycin

he. ge far seen douwinant to realstanee, so thet resistant mitations mey be

nese 4n the heterozygous condition.

The heterozyzotes heve provided the best proof, so far, of the reality

of bacterial hybridization. Single cell faolations by M,R. Yelle end J.

Lederberg showed unequivocally that the genetic qualities of two r-rantal

celis coexist in stngle bectericl cells, subject tc later separati-n end

recesortment. To date, we have been unsble to dem-natrste directly the norcho-

legical basis of reeembinetion in Ee coll, mostly because of the infre uency

with which 1% oceurs ~ one cell per million - in the experimental stocks of

tiis organism, ☁Ye can infer, however, © sexual fusion probably invol- ine

intact cells or elements of aimiler size, So far, we heve found no evidence

of sexuel differentiation, 4.6., stocks whien might be lebelled meals =nd femsle

vos;ectively, so thet enjugetion e p-rently cecurs st rand-m between ¢ lis

Of wre or olxed cultures, but can be detected only in terms of reessortuent

between cenetically differing celis.

The diploid cultures have, however, been subjected to a cytological study

in comrison with haploids, This stud; is still in progresa, but thera is

no question of conaistent differences in nuclesr structure, the dirloids show

ine lareer numbers of -ranular elements (chromosomes?) in eech nuclear arereste.

Studies are #iso in progress of the effects of radiationea on the cytozenctics

of divloids., These show thet persistent effects can often be detected in some

descendents of » treated call lones after cthers apear tre have recovered com

yletely. The main result so far fe thet the effects are ac comlex 2s t-

require thet extreme caution be exercised in interpreting details of ex-eri-~

nenta on setinn of mutagente acents! the cell is an orgenized arrrezste of <anas
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and other enmponente, end mitsgenic action may well be much more com>lex than

a chenicel reaction between a mutagen moleaule with a localized gene.

2, Physiological genetics.

The groundwork deseribed in the oreviouns section hea made it possible

to cerry out work on mechaniems of gene section with some assurance thet these

findings with bacterise will be vertinent to the general problems of physto-~

logical genetics.

The character that has been subjected to the most intensive study hes been

the fermentation of lectose, for the following reasons: a) it ie easily char

acterized in single colonies of the becterle with the helr of indiector medla,

b) 4t involves a simple enzyme whese acticn is limited to a single, directly

measursble step, and which ie readily purified: «) a lerge number of utente

affecting this character were readily obtained, end ad), it represents on

important diagnostic charecteristic in taxonomy so that mutations effecting it

may bear on the problem of bacterial speciation. On the other hand, although

enzymes «re likely to be more or less direct products of gene ection, our leck

of any real knowledge of the mechenisme of specific protein synthesis lergely

precludes our learning very much at this time sbout the crucial rele leyed

by genes in such ecyntheses,☝

This work was initiated vrimarily to test the "one-to-one theory" which

sggested that the primary action of 2 given gene was to eontrol the aecificity

of a gingle enzyme, and conversely, that » given enzyme wae directly related

to a single gene. With reapect to lactase, our findings sugeest thet et le-st

seven different genes may affect the form=ticn of one enzyme, and elec thet at

least tw: of these genes effect enzymes In addition to lactase. All of the

mut-tions that could be analyzed proved to involve the conditions or extent

of formation of lactase, rather than ite quelitative properties, so thet it
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is possible thet none of these genes is directly related to lactase, If

this voint-of-view fs insisted upon however, the one-to-one theory becomes

immme to experimental disproof, and to thet extent of limited scientific

value. It is expected thet different strains of B, soli may produce lacteses

of sufficiently different specificities thet 1% may become possible tc investi-

gate the details of gene control of enz;me quality, rather than solely its

formation.

Tt has been suggested that phyaiologioc] <enetics might make creater

progress if the interaction of genes with each other were studied more closely,

rather than the broader questicns of developmental genetics. This 2: proach

is illustreted by work on position effects and ☜pseudo-alleles®, for which

rather substantial evidenee has been obtained. A number of lectase miteante

initielly regerded as genetically identioal or allelic were studied more closely,

to reveal a more complex situation. Extensive cross-over studies showed the

arperently identical factors could be seperated, althcugh at an extremely l-w

frequency, showing that they must be in close proximity on the bacterial chromo-

gomee An analysia of various combinations in diploid heterozygotes further

sieved thet the combination of genea =+ b+ / a~ b (where at and bt are the

normal; @- and be the mutated forma of the components a «nd b respectively)

was effective in produsing lactase, whereas the combination at b- / a bt

was not. One interpretation of this result is thet at must be adjacent to

bt in order that the two may interact normally, whereas in separate chromo-

somes they will not. This sort of behavior, wiich the geneticist describes

by referring to a and b ag "pseudoallelie® genes, was once regerded <3 excep~

tionel, but while this work waa being carried out with bacteria examples have

tmaltiplied from Drosophila, maize and Neurospora. Although bacteria are not

ideal material for cytogenetic work, the ease with which recurrent mtations

can be isolated, and with which tests for allelism oan be carried out on a

large scale, may make them excellent for even more detailed analyses of the

☁fins structure" of the genes, hitherto regarded as indivisible atoms.
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3, Bacterial sexuality and netural hietory.

The role that recombination might play in the evolution and natural

history of bacteria ean only be speculated upon at this earl» date. For some

yeers, atralin K-12 of Eb. gold was the only one in which thia process hed been

demcnatrated. More recently, howevar, efficient metniods heve been devised

to eeresn other strains, and as a result about 25 distinct isolates, mostly

from human urine, feces, or infected sites, have been found which oan be

crossed with K-12, and at least in pert, with each other. ☁Theae 25 wera

screened from over 700 strains. ☁The remaining 675 are not necessarily com

pletely sterile, as some of them may revyuire special partners or environ

mental conditions before they will hybridize. The fertile straine do, however,

ley @ besis for studies on the cemperative or taxonomle genetics of this

pecterial species, a subject for which the analytical tools ti11 now have

been purely descriptive. In addition, they show antigenic differences which

are expected to meke it possible to develo; an immunogenetioc analysis of bac-

terla along lines aimllar to those established for man, cattle, domestic fewl

and cther organiens., Mere, such an analysis will be especially important be~

cause of ita relevance to problems of bacterial infection and immunity,

The selective methods used to demonstrate the existence of recombination

are for tha most pert labor-tory tools rether than models of natural processes.

However, 1t hes been shown thet mixtures of antibacterial agente, such 46 ere

used in chemotherapy, can be used to select for recombinants exhibiting miltiple

resistents, or, to exprase thie another way, that recombination providaa a

means by which bacteria can adapt te the presence of combinations of chem-~

therapeutic agents more rapidly than is possible by mutation alone,

The possible oceurrence of sexual intercctions in other bacterie has

scarcely been considered from a genetic point of view, although a scattering
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of provocative cytological observations is in print. However, the techniques

developed for EH. eeli are of very wide potential arplication, and thus o:en

a phase of generel microbiological research that could keep a number of lab-

oratories well oecupied for an indefinite pertod of time. Our efforts to

axtend this problem have so far been limited to species of the -enus Salmonella

(typnoid-paratyphoid-food poisonin: crganisme) which may be regarded as a

distant relative of B coli, The procedures used were similar to those for

E. coli K-12, and experiments clearly demonstrating genetic exchanges were

witimetely successful, In eontrest to E. coli, however, Selmonella recombinase

tion can be nedieted by a varently eterlle filtrates so thet, =t first clance,

4t may 2ppear to psrallel the remerkeble transformations of serological type

mown for vneumoeoeci since 1928, In Salmonella, however, it appears likely

that the genetic exchange has a morpholorical basis in minute granules,

about 1/4 micron in diameter, which we currently feel may be rel=ted to the

☁L-forme" of Dienes and of Kiieneberger♥Nobel, man, of whose observations with

resrect to filtrable forme of bacterin ve have been able to confirm, ☁☜hother

there is a similer beeis for the pneumececcus transformation, hitherto inter-

nrated rether in terma of the extraction and artificial transfer of scres

(ehemically described 29 "pure" desoxyribonucleic acid) the present evidence

does not say, The behavior of the Salmonell> gramiles, if our present sup-

positions are verified, is rather slong the lince of organized "gametes",

worse inviabllity 49 a result cof limitations of the usual bactericlogical

medic, Yn edditicn to their relevance to specifically genetic problems, the

Ieforms mey play « hitherto poorly erprecisted role in many eapects of theoretical

end ayplied microbiclogy.

4, Genes and viruses.

In Fe gold K-12, all of the many characters ro far tested have been

shown to denend on factors in the organized genotype, presumebdly in the
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nucleus. <A single exception has been found in the form of lysogenicity, or

the presence of lstent or symbiotic bacterial virus. Long hidden, the fact

is now Clear thet the initial stoak of K12 was already infected with this

orypiic virus whose activity remained undetected so long ag an indicztor

tralia, subject to lysis by the virus, waa not available, Such a strein

occurred as an aceidentel "smiant* in two or three out of several tnousand

cultures, and the thus uncovered virus activity introduced tails investigation,

Lysogenioity haa been known and deserlbed for many years, but hes largely

been discounted by the biophysical sohvuol of virus reseerch until very re-

cently.

The lysogenic strain produces rather small amounts of the virus in liquid

cultures. The bacterta can be filtered off, ieaving the free virus. This

can be grown to high titer on celle of the indicstor strain. When sensitive

cells are exposed to the virus, a scnsidereble fraction are killed. Among

the gurvivors, newly created lysogenic forma, now resistant to lysis b, the

virus, vut produging it, may be detected. In addition, there ere mutants

inat are neither producers of nor sensitive to the virus, This resistence is

apparently dontrolled by gene miubation., The mechanism whereby « sensitive

Sell becomes lysogenic ig st111 obscure, Dut there appears te se a scenic

component, compareble to the relationship of K and kayps in Paramecium,

Se Sofore tie report ia terminated, scknowledzment mst be mde to associates

ond asagletantsa largely responsible for the progress reported here:

Mether Me (Mrs. J.) Lederberg, Pheie, Wise -ngin, 1950 (Physiolo-icel end

Sormal genetics)

Norton De Zinder, MeAe, tiisconsin 1949 (Salmenella)

wtnelyn % Lively, MeAs, Wisconsin 1951 (Cytology)
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